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Orbits around Schwarzschild black holes 

Orbits around a Schwarzschild black hole can be easily calculated using the 
metric and the relevant symmetries.

Let us call kµ a vector in the direction of a given symmetry (i.e. kµ is a Killing 
vector). A static situation is symmetric in the time direction, hence we can write  
kµ = (1, 0, 0, 0).  

The 4-velocity of a particle with trajectory xµ = xµ (τ ) is uµ = dxµ/dτ . Then, since u0 
= E/c, where E is the energy, we have:

In general, if one knows the metric, then one can calculate any 
geodesic trajectory in space-time



If a particle moves along a geodesic in Schwarzschild geometry:



Using the conservation equations

Dividing the interval  by c2  dτ2

       

        



Expressing the energy in units of mc2 and introducing an effective 
potential Veff,



L is the angular momentum in units of mc and rg = GM/c2 is the 
gravitational radius. Then,



For L2 > 12c2rg
2there are two solutions. The negative sign 

corresponds to a maximum of the potential and is unstable. The 
positive sign corresponds to a minimum, which is, consequently, 
stable.  

At L2 = 12c2rg
2 there is a single stable orbit. It is the innermost 

marginally stable orbit, and it occurs at r = 6rg = 3rSchw. 
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The effective potential 

Different values of L



The specific angular momentum of a particle in a circular orbit at r is:
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When r →3rg both L and E tend to infinity, so only massless 
particles can orbit at such a radius. Photons orbiting at such a 
distance form the photosphere of the BH. The photosphere is 1. 
unstable, and 2. unobservable. 
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Tidal forces Tidal forces are the effect of spacetime curvature on 
extended bodies.  Different parts of the body experience 
different accelerations.



The local velocity at r of an object falling from rest to the black hole is

Tidal forces 



Tidal forces 



The tidal acceleration on a body of finite size Δr is simply  

Δg=(2rg/r3)c2Δr.  

This acceleration and the corresponding force becomes infinite at the 
singularity. As the object falls into the black hole, tidal forces act to 
tear it apart.

Tidal forces 



“Spaghettification” 

The differential acceleration that an object will experience along 
an element dr is:

Notice that the tidal force will increase as the object 
approaches from infinity to the black hole. For a solar mass 
black hole the tidal forces can be deadly even before crossing 
the event horizon. As the body approaches the singularity the 
tidal forces tend to infinite.



We can integrate                                   from 2m to ∞ 

to get   

Or to evaluate the Newtonian potential (infinite limit) at 2m:

Surface gravity 



Effect of tidal forces 
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Radial motion of photons 



Radial motion of photons 



In a (ct, r)-diagram the photons have world-lines with slopes +/–1 
as r→∞, indicating that space-time is asymptotically flat. As the 
events that generate the photons approach to r = rSchw, the slopes 
tend to +/– ∞. This means that the light cones become thinner and 
thinner for events close to the event horizon. At r = rSchw the 
photons cannot escape and they move along the horizon. 

An observer at infinity will never detect them.

Radial motion of photons 
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Circular motion of photons 
In this case, fixing θ = constant due to the symmetry, we have that 
photons will move in a circle of r = constant and ds2 = 0. Then,



     

Circular motion of photons 



For a compact object of 1 Msun, rph ≈ 4.5 km, in comparison with 
the Schwarzschild radius of 3 km. Photons moving at this 
distance form the “photosphere” of the black hole.
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Circular motion of photons 

    



Motion of photons 
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Gravitational lensing 



Gravitational lensing 
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Gravitational lensing 





Gravitational lensing 



Gravitational capture 



Gravitational capture 



Orbits in Kerr spacetime 

k !E, h !L, when a !0 
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Orbits of photons in Kerr spacetime 
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Effects of black hole spin



Pseudo-Newtonian potentials  

With this potential one can use Newtonian theory and obtain the same 
behavior of the Keplerian circular orbits of free particles as in the exact 
theory: orbits with r < 9rg are unstable, and orbits with r < 6rg are unbound. 
However, velocities of massive particles obtained with the potential are not 
accurate, since special relativistic effects are not included (Abramowicz et al. 
1996).



The velocity vp−N calculated with the pseudo-Newtonian potential 
should be replaced by the corrected velocity vcorr p−N such that

This re-scaling works amazingly well (see Abramowicz et al. 1996) 
compared with the actual velocities. The agreement with General 
Relativity is better than 5 %.

Pseudo-Newtonian potentials  



Black hole thermodynamics 

When a black hole absorbs a mass  δM, its mass increases to M+  δM, 
and hence, the area increases as well. Since the horizon can be crossed in 
just one direction the area of a black hole can only increase. This 
suggests an analogy with entropy.



Black hole thermodynamics 

Eph = hv = hc/λ = kT



Black hole thermodynamics 



The formation of a black hole implies a huge increase of 
entropy. Just to compare, a star has an entropy ∼20 orders 
of magnitude lower than the corresponding black hole. 
This tremendous increase of entropy is related to the loss 
of all the structure of the original system (e.g. a star) once 
the black hole is formed.

Black hole thermodynamics 



Black holes dominate the observable entropy of the universe



Black hole thermodynamics: The four laws 
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Quantum effects in black holes 



Quantum effects in black holes 
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Quantum effects in black holes 

This picture is a misleading interpretation of the actual 
situation. The radiation is electromagnetic and not in the 
form of pairs, at least for astrophysical black holes.



Novikov & Frolov



Novikov & Frolov





Heisenberg picture

In the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics the state vectors,  
|ψ〉, do not change with time, while operators satisfy

If H is independent of time:



 Quantum aspects of black holes

To study Hawking radiation we have to 
estimate the expectation value of  the 
energy-momentum tensor of quantum 
fields in the vacuum close to the horizon. 
v: in, u: out





For a Reissner-Nrodstrom black hole: 

R=2M, e=0









          

Hawking’s temperature



Black hole information paradox 

“Is information destroyed by black holes?”

Hawking: Yes (1976), No (2011). 

What is information? It is a polysemic word.  In ordinary usage 
‘information’ is a property of languages. In information theory 
‘information’ is a measure of the amount of data transmitted  in a 
signal from a transmisor to a receiver and decoder.  

Hence, there is no “law of  information conservation”. Actually, 
information is usually lost when a signal is sent from the sender to the 
receiver.  

Some authors confuse “information” with “entropy”, which is a 
thermodynamic concept.  



“Entropic paradox”: the entropy of black holes decreases 
when they evaporate. 

The Second Law requires that the entropy increases or is at a 
maximum only for closed systems. BHs interact with their 
environment and are open systems. 

“Paradox of predictability”: GR cannot predict the future 
evolution of the system after evaporation despite there are no 
classic Cauchy horizons.  

Yes: GR is incomplete (Penrose theorems)  



Take a quantum system in a pure state and throw it into a black hole.  
Wait until the hole has evaporated enough to return to its mass previous 
to throwing anything in.  What we start with is a pure state and a black 
hole of mass M.  What we end up with is a thermal state and a black 
hole of mass M.  We have found a process (apparently) that converts a 
pure state into a thermal state.  But, a thermal state is a MIXED state 
(described quantum mechanically by a density matrix rather than a 
wave function).  We took a state described by a set of eigenvalues and 
coefficients, a large set of numbers, and transformed it into a state 
described by temperature, one number.  

In technical jargon, the black hole has performed a non-unitary 
transformation on the state of system. 

BH-QM paradox



There are several possible solutions to this problem : 

1.Quantum mechanics is not longer valid inside the BH (Hawking, 
then).  

2.Relativity is no longer valid. 

3.Hawking radiation does not  exist. 

4. Black holes do not exist (Hawking, before dying). 

5.The evolution of the quantum system is no unitary and there is no 
problem (system).



Black hole interiors 

The most relevant feature of a Schwarzschild black hole interior is 
that the roles of space and time are exchanged: the space radial 
direction becomes time, and time becomes a space direction. 
Inside a spherical black hole, the radial coordinate becomes time-
like: changes occur in a prefer direction, i.e. toward the space-time 
singularity. 

This means that the black hole interior is essentially dynamic.



Black hole interiors 



The signs of space and time are now exchanged

Black hole interiors 



In the case of a Kerr black hole, between the two horizons 
space and time also exchange roles as it happens with the 
Schwarzschild interior black hole space-time. The radial 
dimension of space moves inexorably inward to the second 
horizon, that it is also a Cauchy horizon, i.e. a null hyper-
surface beyond which predictability breaks down.  

The Kerr solution predicts a second reversal so that one can 
avoid the ring singularity and achieve to orbit safely. In this 
strange region inside the Cauchy horizon the observer can, by 
selecting a particular orbit around the ring singularity, travel 
backwards in time and meet herself, i.e. there are closed time-
like curves.  

Black hole interiors 



Bifurcated supertasks 
for hypercomputation?





Israel & Poisson (1990) showed:

where v is the advanced time coordinate, k the 
surface gravity of the Cauchy horizon and δm the 
equivalent mass of the inflow. The exponential 
always dominate, producing a divergence when v 
goes to ∞



◇  A space-time is said to be singular if the manifold M that 
represents it is incomplete. 

◇ A manifold is incomplete if it contains at least one 
inextensible curve.  

◇ A curve γ : [0, a) →M is inextensible if there is no point p in 
M such that γ (s)→p as a→s, i.e. γ has no endpoint in M. A 
given space-time (M, gab) has an extension if there is an 
isometric embedding θ: M →M, where (M, gab) is a space-
time and θ is onto a proper subset of M. 

Black hole interiors: singularities 



A space-time is singular if it contains a curve γ that is 
inextensible in the sense given above. Singular space-times are 
said to contain singularities, but this is an abuse of language: 
singularities are not “things” in spacetime, but a pathological 
feature of the theory. Actually, “singularities” cannot exist in 
space-time by definition.

Black hole interiors: singularities 



Essential singularities (i.e. essentially singular space-time 
models): 

•Space-like: unavoidable 
•Time-like: avoidable 
•Scalar: all scalars diverge 
•Non-scalar: some scalars remain finite.  

Black hole interiors: singularities 



An essential or true singularity should not be interpreted as a 
representation of a physical object of infinite density, infinite 
pressure, etc. Since the singularity does not belong to the 
manifold that represents space-time in General Relativity, it 
simply cannot be described or represented in the framework of 
such a theory. 

 General Relativity is incomplete in the sense that it cannot 
provide a full description of the gravitational behavior of all 
physical systems. True singularities are not within the range of 
values of the bound variables of the theory: they do not belong to 
the ontology of a world that can be described with 4-dimensional 
differential manifolds. 

Black hole interiors: singularities 



Black hole interiors: singularities 



What is referred to as a singularity does not belong to classical 
space-time. Matter is compressed to such a point that its effects on 
space-time cannot be described by General Relativity. At such 
small scales and high densities, relations among things should be 
described in a quantum mechanical way. Since even in the standard 
quantum theory time appears as a continuum variable, a new 
approach is necessary.



Black hole interiors: censorship 

(space-like)



Singularity theorems 



          



         

         

         

         

                       



         



Singularity theorems 









Additional: Quantum field theory in curve 
space-time and quantum black hole effects. 

Conventions:



1. Quantum mechanics

In quantum mechanics pure quantum states of quantum systems 
correspond to vectors in a Hilbert space, while each property (such 
as the energy or momentum of the system) is associated with a 
mathematical operator. The operator serves as a linear function 
which acts on the states of the system. The eigenvalues of the 
operator correspond to the possible values of the property.   

The pure states correspond to vectors of norm 1. Thus the 
set of all pure states corresponds to the unit sphere in the 
Hilbert space.



A mixed quantum state corresponds to a probabilistic mixture of 
pure states; however, different distributions of pure states can 
generate equivalent (i.e., physically indistinguishable) mixed states. 
Mixed states are described by so-called density matrices. A pure 
state can also be recast as a density matrix; in this way, pure states 
can be represented as a subset of the more general mixed states. 

The Hilbert space is a phase complex space of infinite dimensions. It 
is not a physical space-time. 



Heisenberg picture

In the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics the state vectors,  
|ψ〉, do not change with time, while operators satisfy

If H is independent of time:





The canonical commutation relation is the fundamental relation 
between canonical conjugate quantities (quantities which are 
related by definition such that one is the Fourier transform of 
another). For example, 

In general, position and momentum are vectors of operators and 
their commutation relation between different components of 
position and momentum can be expressed as 





Interpretation



Interpretation
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Schrödinger picture

In the Schrödinger picture of quantum mechanics the state vectors, 
|ψ (t)〉, evolve with time according to



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time

A classical physical field is a system whose properties are 
defined at each point of space and time. They are 
represented by mathematical functions defined on the 
manifold that represents space-time. Formally, they have 
infinite degrees of freedom.  

We can define a field model by a Lagrangian density and 
get the equations of motions using the associated action. 



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time
Let us consider a scalar field in Minkwoski space-time



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time

The field is quantised by treating it as an operator and 
imposing the canonical commutation relations. 



2. Quantum fields in flat space-time

         



          

          

          

          



Fock basis













The problem of the divergences

This sum is infinite!



This infinity apparently indicates that the vacuum contains an 
infinite energy density. The trouble comes from the ½ w zero-point 
energy with each simple mode of the scalar field. Since w has no 
upper bound, the zero-point energy can be arbitrarily large. In flat 
space-time, however, we can re-scale or re-normalize the zero-point 
energy since only differences in energy are meaningful. This is done 
by ordering the application of the annihilation and creation 
operators: all annihilation operators must stand to the right of the 
creation operators. This is indicated by ::



The problem of the divergences



3. Quantum fields in curved space-time

Scalar field







Quantification















4. Quantum aspects of black holes

To study Hawking radiation we have to 
estimate the expectation value of  the 
energy-momentum tensor of quantum 
fields in the vacuum close to the horizon. 
v: in, u: out





For a Reissner-Nrodstrom black hole: 

R=2M, e=0
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Black hole information paradox 

“Is information destroyed by black holes?”

Hawking: Yes (1976), No (2011). 

What is information? It is a polysemic word.  In ordinary usage 
‘information’ is a property of languages. In information theory 
‘information’ is a measure of the amount of data transmitted  in a 
signal from a transmisor to a receiver and decoder.  

Hence, there is no “law of  information conservation”. Actually, 
information is usually lost when a signal is sent from the sender to the 
receiver.  

Some authors confuse “information” with “entropy”, which is a 
thermodynamic concept.  



“Entropic paradox”: the entropy of black holes decreases 
when they evaporate. 

The Second Law requires that the entropy increases or is at a 
maximum only for closed systems. BHs interact with their 
environment and are open systems. 

“Paradox of predictability”: GR cannot predict the future 
evolution of the system after evaporation despite there are no 
classic Cauchy horizons.  

Yes: GR is incomplete (Penrose theorems)  



Take a quantum system in a pure state and throw it into a black hole.  
Wait until the hole has evaporated enough to return to its mass previous 
to throwing anything in.  What we start with is a pure state and a black 
hole of mass M.  What we end up with is a thermal state and a black 
hole of mass M.  We have found a process (apparently) that converts a 
pure state into a thermal state.  But, a thermal state is a MIXED state 
(described quantum mechanically by a density matrix rather than a 
wave function).  We took a state described by a set of eigenvalues and 
coefficients, a large set of numbers, and transformed it into a state 
described by temperature, one number.  

In technical jargon, the black hole has performed a non-unitary 
transformation on the state of system. 

BH-QM paradox





There are several possible solutions to this problem : 

1.Quantum mechanics is not longer valid inside the BH (Hawking, 
then).  

2.Relativity is no longer valid. 

3.Hawking radiation does not  exist. 

4. Black holes do not exist (Hawking, now). 

5.The evolution of the quantum system is no unitary and there is no 
problem (system).


